College Environmental Advisory Group
Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, March 10, 2009
Attendance:
Pete Woolhouse  pwooly21@yahoo.com  408 390-8229
Karl vonAhnen  vonahnen@fhda.edu  108 864-8282
Kristin Sullivan  sullivankristin@fhda.edu  408 864-8625
Joe Cooke  cookejoe@fhda.edu  408 864-8862
Julie Ceballos  ceballosjulie@fhda.edu  408 864-5359
Susan Malmgren  malmgrensusan@fhda.edu  408 864-5713
Zeynep Emukoplu  zeyneperturkoplu@hotmail.com  408 317-8606
Sean Lee  o37mm@hotmail.com  408 313-3542
Diana Martinez  martinezdianna@fhda.edu  408 864-5446
Ralph Riddle  rwriddle@comcast.net  408 446-2155

Communications
Reviewed and discussed the proposed layout for the SMP unveiling flyer. It is being circulated by Susan for comments.
Julie to document speakers

Actions
- Kristin: Meet with Brian in the next two weeks to discuss his support to include sustainability in job applications.
- Julie: Contact Jeanine and ask about her experience applying for her recent job
- Joe, Diana, Kristin: meet to inventory and document plants on campus
- Julie: meet with Marisa to discuss inviting members of the community to the SMP event
- Kristin: Confirm date and venue for SMP event
- Julie: Will coordinate notification of the SMP event on the Web Site
- Joe: Has arranged to have signage for redwood next spring
- Bonnett: Using your exemplary talents, come up with several suggestions for the new logo. Incorporating the ideas of CEAG and SMP and the economic, environmental and social benefits
- Kristin: will forward Sustainability blurbs to Susan for Lane network for dissemination

No CEAG meeting on March 25th